Our lab tries to exploit beneficial features of microtechnology to manipulate and interrogate cells. One approach is to take advantage of the electrical properties of cells to enact separations ( Figure 1 ). Cells can be modeled electrically as a series of RC-networks embodying the properties of the cell interior (the cytoplasm), the cell membrane, and the exterior of the cell (the media). If any of these electrical parameters varies in response to a biological difference, then the overall electrical properties of the cell will vary, which can be detected electrically. Many important biological differences manifest themselves as electrical differences. For instance, as cells die via apoptosis, the membrane properties change (both conductance and capacitance), which can be readily detected electrically [1] .
To detect electrical properties of cells, we have developed a method called iso-dielectric separation (IDS), where cells are placed in a spatially varying electric field and a spatially varying conductivity gradient that forces them to the location in a channel where their net polarizability (p) is zero ( Figure 2 ) [2] . At that location, the force on the cell, given by the dielectrophoretic force ( ) will go to zero [3, 4] . Cells with different polarizabilities will end up in different locations in the channel, thus separating cells based upon electrical properties. The physical implementation of the method is described in Figure 3 , and consists of a glass chip with patterned electrodes to create the field, along with microfluidics to deliver cells and create the conductivity gradient. An example separation of yeast based upon membrane integrity is shown in Figure 4 .
Iso-dielectric separation has a number of features that exploit the properties of microsystems for cell manipulation. First, the conductivity gradients in the system can interact with the imposed electric fields to create electrohydrodynamic instabilities. These instabilities are stabilized by the walls, so scaling down the system via microfabrication enhances performance. Second, the system is capable of manipulating ~m-sized cells one-at-atime at high throughputs (~10 4 cells/min), enabling both single-cell resolution yet the ability to process significant numbers of cells. Third, the method is fundamentally insensitive to non-electrical variations in the cells. The most important such variation is size variation. A typical cell population will have an ~2× variation in size, and so avoiding spurious size-based separations is paramount. Cells in IDS migrate to their electrical equilibrium point, which is independent of cell size, and thus the separation is independent of size. Finally, because the separation is electrically based, the ability to integrate this approach with more sophisticated electronics for sensing/actuation is readily possible. A polarizable cell is placed in a liquid conductivity gradient with a non-uniform electric field, causing the cell to experience a dielectrophoretic (DEP) force. In IDS, the cell is initially placed in a region of high liquid conductivity (higher than the cell), causing the DEP force to push the cell toward lower solution conductivity (i.e., to the right). Once the cell reaches the location where its effective conductivity matches that of the liquid, the DEP force goes to zero and the cell attains equilibrium. 
